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In 2012 I bought a Class B, two storey, separate title townhouse. Its construction is discontinuous, 
separated by a partywall structure. The building, constructed by  

 was only 2 years old at the time. 
 
Shortly after purchasing the property I had noticed the balcony doors appeared to be incorrectly 
installed, and water was entering the bedrooms when the direction of rain was hitting the front of 
my house. 
 
I would have liked to believe the vendor’s building report may have provided correct guidance to 
the state of these doors, but this report assessed them as ‘good condition’. I requested that inspector 
come on site to explain, and during discussion in front of my house he commented that he could 
‘see it’ (the poor alignment) from where he was standing. This misleading report was, at the very 
least, a waste of my money, and I’m aware some may suggest I should have gained an independent 
report, however is it expected that a buyer needs to pay (approx.) $2000 just to get ‘close’ to an 
accurate report? 
 
A water test I had conducted (as evidence for ACTPLA) is in the link below, possibly demonstrating 
what the “Guide to Standards and tolerances 2007”, 8.0.2 defines as a defective installation. 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avRk9oTUJOeUwxTzQ 
 
 
With the property still under warranty I contacted the builder, who quickly dismissed the issue as a 
fault of the manufacturer of the balcony doors, . I later asked a representative from 

 to inspect the doors. He had made an attempt to adjust them but couldn’t rectify the issue as it 
was an incorrect door frame installation and not the door itself, as previously suggested by . 
 
As  appeared to be uncooperative with this alignment/water ingress issue, I lodged a building 
complaint with ACTPLA. After some time I found they simply didn’t have the ability to force  
to correct the fault and no action was taken. As the home owner, it appeared there was no 
accountability or consequences that a builder needs to consider, particularly when compliance 
rules/standards are seemingly not enforced. 
 
In the following January, there was a heavy storm which hit the from of my house. This exposed 
(what I found out later as a pre-existing fault) a serious water ingress issue where water was 
entering around the balcony door area, travelling along the inside of the plasterboard, and coming 
out on the ground floor above the sliding door architraves. See link to footage below (Apologies for 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avRk9oTUJOeUwxTzQ


the quality of the footage, however keep in mind that I was fairly upset with what I was seeing at 
the time while attempting to capture the footage as evidence). 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avU3NQWnd1SU8yNUU 
 
I contacted ACTPLA again, this time passing on this video footage, which resulted in the issuing of 
an “intention to issue a rectification order” (see link below) to . Shortly after, a number of 
builders and senior staff arrived, as well as an ACTPLA representative. The  
representatives assured me they would promptly correct the issue, however, overall it took 3 years 
to rectify the issue. 
 

 
 
 
It should also be noted that last year there was a repeat of the water ingress, but this time from the 
rear of the house. The architraves at the rear of the house also show a history of water ingress, but I 
haven’t experienced such an event there to date. 
 
In the following video, note the locality of the light switch, and the electrical hazard having the 
water ingress potentially make contact with this switch. This situation was similar (and worse) for 
the water ingress described above as there is a power outlet on one side and a light switch on the 
other side of the architrave. As the water pooled-up behind the plaster before exiting through the 
architraves, I don’t know which path it may (or did) take, potentially making contact with the 
switch and having the water on the floor an electrical hazard. 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D05B2-8fD1uasaWJauujHAynzqbRMTtk 
 
During these 3 years I had to endure substandard solutions, which were obvious they would 
fail, however they insisted and proceeded to install. This happened time and again, costing me time 
off work (to be on site during the rework) as well as my own resources to protect the exposed work 
area which, on one occasion allowed a recurrence of water ingress. 
 
I have pictures below of what I had to do, between the long delays I had experienced waiting for 
them to return and complete existing work or attempt another ‘band aid’ solution. These included 
sealing the door shut with silicone and using tape/silicone to seal gaps from the outside. 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9aveE1DYXJNLXVvdEE 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avZ2VXQUtNN1lMQ0E 
 
 
To summarise, the balcony doors were eventually replaced to open outwards. I originally requested 
they remove the doors, and reinstall to open outwards, similar to my downstairs laundry  
door. I have witnessed some fairly heavy rain hit this door on a number of occasions, which resulted 
in no leaks.  
 
On a separate topic, there has been a persistent problem which I noticed shortly after purchasing the 
property and have been enduring for a number of years now. Strike noise or low frequency 
thumps/banging noises pass through the wall, at times making my house resemble something of a 
construction zone. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avU3NQWnd1SU8yNUU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1D05B2-8fD1uasaWJauujHAynzqbRMTtk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9aveE1DYXJNLXVvdEE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avZ2VXQUtNN1lMQ0E


These are noises from general neighbouring activities such as closing kitchen cabinet doors or 
bedroom sliding doors, walking in the bedroom on the first floor, and closing the front/back door, ie 
something I can’t raise with my neighbours to ‘keep it down’, as you may do with loud music. 
I discussed this situation with the vendor of the partywall system who assured me such general 
noises shouldn’t pass through if the partywall was installed correctly. 
 
I decided to investigate this further by inspecting the partywall inside the roof area. I was surprised 
to find, what was required to provide a fire rating of 60/60/60 (as per the building instructions and 
BCA), had many open air gaps, one of which I was able to reach my hand through and touch the 
neighbouring roof support. Basically there was little-to-no fire protection in place. 
 
The pictures that follow show one area where the partywall was damaged during construction, and 
other areas which simply didn’t have any fire protection as (from my understanding) required by 
“NCC Building Code of Australia” (2016), Vol.2, 3.1.7.8 (d) .  
 
As I was already out of warranty for this house, and ACTPLA responded that I’d have little chance 
of having this corrected, I sought assistance from Minister Ramsay. This is a critical component to 
safety which was never installed as required by the BCA. 
 
The Minister had undertake corrective work to install the required fire-proof insulation to seal 
the gaps, and to my surprise the strike noise subsequently was reduced (but not completely). From 
this I could only assume air gaps around the partywall existed elsewhere and were allowing this 
noise to pass. 
 
 
- Damaged partywall, which I fixed as best I could, with acoustic/fire proof sealant and the 
damaged fragments of the partywall. 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avQU9xQndHakZvenM 
- No non-combustible fire protection. The woodwork you see in this picture is in the neighbouring 
property. 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Ox9d-6CJ_0HETnB8uN-3dSbVrn9UEcI 
- Wide open gap to neighbouring property over front and rear eaves, where the partywall should 
have extended. Now fixed during rectification work, however other townhouses in this street are 
likely to have this open air gap. 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17h-nNVAjIOCsbgElMpcQy2W4iJV8k7cs 
 
During said rectification work I also raised the issue that a large section of my wall, adjacent to the 
partywall has no insulation installed (approx. 1900 x 1200mm). It didn’t fall away, it was just never 
installed. No consideration or action was taken to rectify this, which is now left to me to remove the 
plasterboard and install it myself. As a reminder, this is a relatively new house, yet I have spent a 
considerable amount of time and money correcting  non-compliance. 
 
Unfortunately, after said rectification work, the noise persisted so I decided to remove plasterboard 
and investigate further. Again, I was surprised to find the air gap not only existed at the top of the 
partwall (now fixed) but also all the way down the edges, rendering it poor fire protection. 
 
It didn’t stop their either. Once the plasterboard was removed, one of the studs (a load bearing 
member) was seen to be (bent) outside the ‘Guide to Standards and Tolerances 2007’ limit, point 
4.0.2, stating “Posts and wall frames are defective if they deviate from vertical by more than 4mm 
within and 2m height.”. The picture below displays a deviation of approx. 25mm, ie defective 
according to this guide. 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avQU9xQndHakZvenM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11Ox9d-6CJ_0HETnB8uN-3dSbVrn9UEcI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17h-nNVAjIOCsbgElMpcQy2W4iJV8k7cs


In the following picture, there are 2 square-cut pieces of MDF, illustrating the vertically mis-aligned 
(defective) load bearing stud. 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16KKVA9Ixju7vQa0vv-ZRACQjMVGkyt41 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rkLtSLUNhW7-8NvzM9HqYl19-UEzLTO0 
 
I don’t expect  to ever assist with any of the remaining issues, nor do I want them to. I have 
witnessed their “workmanship” during the replacement of the balcony doors, where their “skilled 
staff” smashed half the plasterboard off while removing one of the doors, and failed to protect the 
carpet from brick dust, which permanently stained the carpet. The plasterboard was somewhat 
repaired and carpet cleaned (at expense), but evidence of the damage remains. 
 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avYWM3bXZ2R1RvRUk 
 
 
I have attempted to contact independent contractors to undertake rectification work, however none 
returned my calls, so I have begun the work myself, as best I can. 
I consider this a serious issue due to the reduced chance of survivability my property would have if 
a neighbouring property were to experience a catastrophic fire. The air gaps that exists at the 
moment may have the partywall system fail to adhere to the 60/60/60 fire rating required by both 
the BCA and architectural design instructions. 
 
I would have thought buying a relatively new house meant I wouldn’t need to do any such 
correctional work. I guess I was wrong. It seems buyers of new premises should be prepared for 
major out of pocket expenses and considerable re-work, as well as the likelihood of an ongoing 
fight to ‘force’ the builder to correct their non-compliance. 
 
Subsequently I have little faith in builders and their workmanship, or that builders take the BCA 
seriously, but this is based on my own experience and I would hope the outcome of your 
investigation wouldn’t lead to regulation that is cumbersome for those few builders (if they exist) 
that take the time to ensure quality of work and compliance. 
 
In summary, I believed I was being meticulous, ensuring I read building reports, which I found later  
this one was misleading. I had bought a house with a serious electrical safety and fire protection 
issue, however the vendor or agent did not disclose the known water ingress (electrical safety) 
issue, which they were well aware of. I was dealing with a largely-uncooperative builder who, at 
times attempted to ‘pull the wool over my eyes’ claiming this building was BCA compliant. 
Fortunately, after contacting several professionals in the building industry I had found 
documentation clearly indicating they were wrong with this claim. ACTPLA seemed to be a 
‘toothless tiger’ throughout this matter, only (seemingly) capable of acting when matters had gotten 
extremely bad. 
 
Overall I think there is a serious problem in the building/real estate industry. There appears to be no 
accountability from any of the parties I interacted with, and home owners are often left ‘cleaning up 
the mess’ without assistance and/or compensation.  
 
I believe accountability should involve a full refund of the building report if found to be misleading. 
 
Acoustic separation in townhouses shouldn’t be written off as (I have heard it said so often) “that’s 
just how townhouses are”. There should be more stringent/enforceable rules enforcing this 
requirement. At the very least, to ensure a quality of life for the home owner, ie imagine trying to 
sleep when, at any time through the night you could be woken by (what sounds like) someone 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=16KKVA9Ixju7vQa0vv-ZRACQjMVGkyt41
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rkLtSLUNhW7-8NvzM9HqYl19-UEzLTO0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-hXg1QMc9avYWM3bXZ2R1RvRUk


punching the wall on the neighbour’s side, simply because the neighbour closed their sliding door 
closet or kitchen cupboard. 
 
ACTPLA needs greater authority to act on non-compliant builders, although consideration should 
be given to those (few) compliant builders to avoid ‘over policing’ the industry, ie when it is an 
obvious BCA non-compliance issue the builder should be ordered to correct the problem or face 
loss of licence. This may seem harsh, however considering I paid close to half a million dollars for 
this place and had to fight for assistance/rectification work, I feel I have more consumer rights 
buying a $50 appliance from a department store than I do buying a house. Ministers, does this sit 
well with you? 
 
Lastly I would like to cite the former Chief of the Australian Defence Force, General David 
Hurley’s quote "the standard you walk past is the standard you accept". Ministers, considering what 
I have presented today, will you 'walk past' this current issue effecting so many, or does the "new 
standard" (as the potential outcome of this enquiry) apply only to all new building henceforth? 
 
 
I look forward to the outcome of your enquiry. 
 
Michael Matkovic. 
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